Azure Governance Accelerator
With increasing adoption of the cloud comes the need for enterprises to gain better visibility and control over their environments. All the advantages of the cloud, such as flexibility and speed, also open the flood gates for security and management concerns with the cloud’s low barrier for consuming services. However, a rinse and repeat of the methods used for on-premises environments is ineffective. Conventional governance methods to ensure control or restrict user access are difficult to enforce on the cloud and not knowing how all your cloud resources are being used can lead to operational inefficiencies, security and compliance issues, and unexpected cost spirals.

Persistent’s Azure Governance Accelerator

Persistent’s accelerator for Azure governance helps you create and deploy completely governed environments across your organization with built-in compliance controls, role-based access, and policy enforcement. The accelerator gives you rapid insights into your cloud usage and spend to manage costs and encourage accountability. It also provides audit trails and versioning control to spot and remediate compliance issues quickly.

The accelerator improves overall operational efficiency by factoring in scalability along with security when cloud governance policies are applied. It standardizes provisioning of cloud services and ensures consistent policy application to deploy enterprise cloud resources in the shortest possible amount of time while being discoverable. With Persistent’s Azure governance accelerator, teams across risk operations, finance and business can rest assured that all standards, regulations, and cost controls are met.

Get complete governance and cost control across your Azure environments at scale. Request Consultation

About Persistent

We are a trusted Digital Engineering and Enterprise Modernization partner, combining deep technical expertise and industry experience to help our clients anticipate what’s next. Our offerings and proven solutions create a unique competitive advantage for our clients by giving them the power to see beyond and rise above. We work with many industry-leading organizations world-wide including 14 of the 30 most innovative US companies, 80% of the largest banks in the US and India, and numerous innovators across the healthcare ecosystem. Our company fosters a values-driven and people-centric work environment. Our strength of over 22,500+ employees is spread over 18 different countries across the globe.
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